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RED THICK WIRE
To positive main 
start battery

FUSES

EARTH

EARTH

FEMALE SOCKETS
Plug both Super Loom
3 pins to headlights

MALE PLUG
Male 3 pin to original 
equipment 3 pin female
headlight plug.

GREEN THIN WIRE
To trigger driving 
light relay.

1. Un-plug headlight plugs from the original wiring loom.  Run Super loom wire behind grill.

2. Plug the SUPER LOOM on to both headlights with the 3 pin white female plugs provided.

3. The black earth wires from these plugs should be properly earthed to the body work.

Note: You need to scratch the painted surface back to bare metal to provide a good contact.

4. Plug the 3 pin male into the original 3 pin female plug previously used on the back of 

headlight.
5. Mount the relay assembly to the inner front guard.

6.

Run the 6mm red wire (this is the one with the fuses attached) directly to the 12 Volt 

positive side of the main battery.
7.

Check all connections then try out your new SUPER LOOM bright lights.8.

If the Hi beam indicator on the dash is very dull or does not work at all when Hi beam is 

on OR if the lights run in duplication (that is Hi and Lo beam on together) you will need a 

circuit completer. This plugs into the original wiring loom female head light plug on the 

opposite side to the SUPERLOOM relay. (If you do not have a circuit completer in your 

kit, ask for one from your nearest SUPERLOOM agent.   (Most Toyota Vehicles)

Super Loom
(2 Headlight)

Note: If Driving Lights are fitted they must be rewired to green wire or damage and/or failure will result.

P/N: LISL

Installation Instructions

9.

The separate lamp fitting supplied is a circuit completer, this plugs into the outer standard
 headlight socket on the opposite side to the Super loom switching wires.

If you have 
driving lights 
fitted, the pick 
up wire for the 
driving lights 
must be 
moved to 
the thin green 
wire positioned 
out the bottom 
of the Super 
Loom assembly
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